Spacecraft that are partially rigid and partially flexible may be dynamically modeled in terms of either "constrained" modes of vibration, for which the rigid part is held motionless, or the "unconstrained" modes of the whole vehicle. A model "completeness index'* is defined for each expansion and used as a truncation criterion. Using as an example a large flexible platform with a rigid body at the center, it is shown that as the rigid portion of the vehicle becomes very small, a great many constrained modes are needed to achieve satisfactory model completeness. Otherwise, one finds an erroneous distribution of angular momentum among the modes. It is also shown that the importance of unconstrained modes is not necessarily ordered by frequency.
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INCE the naive days of Explorer I (1958) researchers and practicing engineers have brought a constellation of changes in their ability to fly, triumphantly, sophisticated space vehicles to far destinations. Yet, the physical complexity of the large space structures of the future is so extraordinary that the consequent modeling errors erode confidence in our capabilities.
l This paper is devoted to improving, to a modest extent, our ability to model the dynamics and control of flexible spacecraft. Specifically, it is concerned with the vibrational interaction between different parts of a space vehicle or structure.
To establish a framework for our contribution a brief literature survey is in order. A typical existing spacecraft includes a rigid hub and elastic appendages. For vibrational analysis of such spacecraft a hierarchy of modes exist. For a clear understanding the reader will require the following terminology.
1) Constrained modes: In this situation the rigid hub is constrained to be motionless and the appendage vibrates. More common phrases such as "cantilever modes," "fixedbase modes," and "appendage modes" have the same meaning.
2) Unconstrained modes: In this case the entire vehicle vibrates and, in general, a motional interaction between various parts of the vehicle takes place. The term "vehicle mode" conveys the same meaning.
The above terminology is taken from Hughes. 2 We prefer the term "constrained modes" to "appendage modes" because many future space vehicles have nontopological tree configuration with re-entrant branches and closed loops of connectivity. Since almost the entire vehicle is flexible, the term "appendage" is misleading. Definitions similar to those above can be formulated for spinning or dual-spin spacecraft, 165 or for vehicles with control moment gyros. A more advanced family of modes in this hierarchy depends on controllers; however, these latter modes will not be discussed here in any detail. Intuition and literature suggest that, for a given order of discretization, accuracy of the vehicle dynamics improves as one migrates from the constrained modes to the unconstrained modes. Nonetheless, the unconstrained modes-probably the most accurate natural modes-have seldom been properly examined and characterized in the literature (the exceptions will be noted below). The above argument is based on the following observations.
The "hybrid coordinate approach" originated by Likins 3 affords an insight into dynamic behavior because he devises certain "flexibility influence coefficients" that are integrals of the constrained modes. Likins et al. 4 show that the coefficients are a measure of retainability of the constrained modes. This approach has received a wide recognition for simulation of complex spacecraft; Margulies et al. 5 offer a recent example. Nonetheless, the method does not characterize vehicle modes.
Hughes 2 describes general motion of spacecraft in terms of integrals of the constrained modes (similar to Likins 3 ) and the unconstrained modes. Based on the integrals and the linear and angular momentum of the vehicle, Hughes 6 devises numerous "modal identities" between the vehicle inertia and the integrals. Characterization of the unconstrained modes by the integrals is one of the distinctive features of the dynamic analysis by Hughes. Thus, only recently has the interaction between rigid-body motion and structural deformation been theorized with a certain degree of preciseness.
It is noteworthy that if the spacecraft consists of relatively simple parts, rigid or elastic, and only inter facial variables are of concern, as in attitude control, then receptance or impedance of each part at the interface can be derived by continuum mechanics and the need for discretization eliminated altogether. Bishop 6 for the ease when discretization is in terms of assumed modes.
The primary intent of our studies is to implement the theory advanced by Hughes.
2 ' 6 We compare accuracy of discretized models obtained by using the constrained modes and the unconstrained modes. Dependence of the rigidbody/structure interaction on their inertia ratios is examined in detail. A two-dimensional large space structure with a rigid body at the center is chosen for case study. The principal conclusion of this paper is that the vibrational interaction between the rigid body and the elastic structure depends crucially on their inertia ratios and is portrayed more accurately by the unconstrained modes (i.e., the vehicle modes). An important conclusion such as this should have been obvious from the beginning of spacecraft dynamics analysis, yet it has remained generally unnoticed. (See some discussion along these lines in Ref. 3, p. 69.) 
II. Dynamics of a Two-Dimensional
Large Space Structure
The space vehicle "V ( Fig. 1) can be regarded as a typical large space structure. It has a rectangular planform with no edge constraints and its neutral surface is planar. An equivalent distributed parameter model 10 ' 11 is assumed to consist of a uniform elastic rectangular plate 8 and a rigid body 61 attached rigidly at the center of 8. Attitude control of (R, shape control of 8, and stationkeeping of V are contemplated. To save our analysis from unessentials, extraneous details such as orbital motion, gravitational forces, gyroscopic forces due to momentum wheels or control moment gyros, damping, and so on are ignored.
The displacement w (x,y,t) at any point P (x,y) €^ is given by (see Hughes 6 ) w 
yiidA =
where Tis kinetic energy and £7is strain energy. For partial differentiation the comma notation is employed in Eq. (4) and throughout. In the absence of any forces the governing equations are deduced to be
The following boundary conditions, associated with Eq. (5), are those for a free rectangular plate:
where V * is a biharmonic operator and
These conditions will not be utilized here; they have been recorded for completeness. Since external forces are not relevant in this paper, they are not considered above; however, the interested readers may consult Ref. 12 for modeling of distributed and point moments and forces. For 
and the orthonormality condition is
The P n are called the "modal momentum coefficients"; and (H xn ,H yn ) the "modal angular momentum coefficients"; Likins 3 calls these parameters (except for sign) the "flexibility influence coefficients"; Hughes 2 ' 6 has shown that the coefficients, Eq. (14), satisfy certain identities. Applied to the present vehicle, these become where dm is elemental mass. The reader should note the difference between w (x,y,t) and u (x,y,t); the former is the displacement of any point on V in the inertial triad (oxyz) whereas the latter is the elastic deformation of 8 in the rigidbody-embedded-triad such that at the (R/8 interface, which presently coincides with the mass center of both, the following is true: (9) This difference carries over in modal analysis and takes on new implications which are deduced in the next section.
III. Modal Analysis
The deformation u is now expressed as a superposition of natural modes of vibrations. Several families of modes can be identified; only two sets of modes, the constrained and the unconstrained, will be discussed here. In the lineage of modes, as it will become apparent to the reader, the unconstrained modes are more accurate than the constrained modes. Consequently, the constrained modes will be discussed first.
A. Constrained Modes
Recall that the constrained modes describe a situation in which the rigid body is stationary. From Eq. (1) we note that for a motionless rigid body the distinction between w and u disappears and Eq. (5d) informs us that the constrained situation is governed by (10) The natural frequency &" and the nth constrained mode U n satisfies, from Eq. (10),
The boundary conditions, Eqs. (7), suitably modified, continue to apply for Eqs. (10) and (11). Note that U n (x,y), where A2€S, is not an assumed mode.
When the natural motion of the spacecraft is written as a superposition of these modes,
the motion equations (5) can be reduced by standard techniques to
where
The identities can be normalized such that the right sides in Eq. (16a) are unity. We note that while deriving the identities it is assumed that an infinite number of exact constrained eigenfunctions are available. However, due to discretization, we only have a finite number of approximate eigenfunctions. Hughes and Skelton 13 define "completeness indexes" 3 C (N) of the form Hence, a complete model yields 3 C (°°) = l. Clearly, 3 C (N) is a measure of the truncation error when N constrained modes are retained. We will carefully analyze the utility of # c (N) in Sec. V.E.
To emphasize the additional usefulness of P n , H xn , H yn , 77eS, we observe that the control designs employing the hybrid coordinate approach due to Likins 3 retain the modes based on these coefficients, Larson et al. 14 for example. The reader may have noticed that Eq. (13) is a coupled system equivalent to Eq. (279) in Ref. 3 ; and a transformation is still needed for decoupling. On the other hand, discretization as well as decoupling can be achieved at once if one employs the unconstrained modes. This is done next. (18) in the literature on spacecraft dynamic analysis, except in the writings of Hughes, 6 for example. The modal coordinates r; a ,a€S^ correspond to the "unconstrained-vehicle mode" ("unconstrained mode" for short)
which is defined as O Equation (19) is parallel to Eq. (1). In Eqs. (18) and (19) the (z ca ,0 xct ,0 ya ) are metric of participation of (R in w a ,a€S e . The M a ,a€S g , which may be called "unconstrained-structure mode," satisfies (20) and the boundary conditions, Eqs. (7), modified appropriately. Since the linear and angular momentum associated with any unconstrained mode w a ,a€S e is zero, the following relations between z ca ,6 xa ,0 ya and u a from Eqs. (8) can be deduced.
Like (P n ,H xn ,H ) in Eq. (14), the/? a are called the "modal momentum coefficients" and the h xa ,h ya are the "modal angular momentum coefficients" associated with the mode u a in the unconstrained mode w a . While looking back the reader will note that (7 rt «€S in Eq. (11) is generally not the same as M a ,a€S e in Eq. (20) . However, when the rigid body does not participate in the unconstrained mode w a , even though allowed to, that is, when z ca =O xa =O y(x =Q for ath mode, then u a and the corresponding U n become the same. Examples of such "noninteractive modes" will be found in Sec. IV. D. Though, with the aid of Eq. (19) , Eq. (20) can be written as (22) only in Eq. (20) the interaction between the rigid body motion and the elastic deformation is transparent. The orthonormality conditions obeyed by w a ,a€S are
These conditions should be compared with the conditions of Eq. (15) . The reader should note the domains of integration in Eqs. (15) and (23) . Employing the foregoing preliminaries, the vehicle equations of motion (5) 
Comparing the "unconstrained" identities of Eqs. (25) with the "constrained" identities of Eqs. (16), we learn that the former involve inertia properties of both (R and 8, whereas the latter contain properties of 8 only. Implications ofthisdifferencewillbeexaminedindetailinSec.lv.
Normalization of Eq. (25a) leads to the following "unconstrained completeness indexes'' suggested in Ref. 13: This may be compared with 3 C (N) defined in Eq. (17) . Subsequently, the reader will discover that the 3 U (N) are more incisive indexes of the truncation error than are the With the uncoupled equations (24), the immediate objective of this section has been achieved.
IV. Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section we determine the eigenfunctions U n ,n£&, w a ,a^S e , the modal coefficients (P n ,H xn ,H yn ),nt § and (p a >h xol ,h yct ),oi£& e , and examine the growth pattern of the completeness indexes 5J C (AT), 3 U (N). This is done for a wide range of (R/8 inertia ratios at different levels of discretization.
A. Computational Strategy
A closed-form solution of Eqs. (11) and (22) with the suitably modified boundary conditions of Eqs. (7) does not seem accessible; finite-element method, however, can handle this problem efficiently.
For discretization w(jc,>,0 is expressed as a product of the spatial bicubic Hermite polynomials and the temporal nodal variables (see Bogner et al. 15 
The element stiffness and mass matrices are obtained from the energy expressions, Eqs. (2) and (3); these two symmetric 16 x 16 matrices, recorded in Ref. 15 are verified by us. The rigid body at the center of the spacecraft is included by always having a node at the center of the platform. The discrete motion equations are: (27) which is yet another, and more familiar to the technical community, discrete version of Eq. (5). For a 16-element approximation both 9R and 3C€(R 100x } 00 , the entries of g€(R 100 are the nodal variables. As all the boundary conditions of Eqs. (7) are natural, and the shape function contains the three rigid modes already mentioned, JC is singular having zero eigenvalue of multiplicity three. The equations for the constrained dynamics are obtained by deleting the elements (z c ,0 x ,0 y ) from q and the corresponding rows and columns from the matrices 9H and JC in Eq. (27). The constrained modes U n n£ § can be constructed by multiplying the constrained eigenvectors with the shape function. Computation of the constrained modal coefficients P n , H xn ,H yn nt § in Eq. (14) follows.
The unconstrained dynamics is accessible via two routes. By substituting P n ,H xn ,H , nt& N in Eq. (13) the unconstrained eigenvectors, the mode shapes u a , the coefficients p a ,h xa , h ya , ct€& eN of varying accuracy can be computed by choosing different N. One may, instead, directly consider a 100 x 100 eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (27) and compute w a , p a , h xot , h yoi , a€S e . Here, the latter approach, which is more accurate, is employed. Also, the accuracy of the former approach is checked with the latter in Sec. IV.E.
B. Verification of/Computations
The predicted natural frequencies of a free uniform isotropic plate are compared with those given by Leissa. 16 Leissa obtains his results by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method while using 36 beam functions, six in each of the two directions. When the mass and inertia of (R are set to zero, the spacecraft model becomes equivalent to a completely free rectangular flat plate. The comparison with Ref. 16 is shown in Table 1 whose entries are the nondimensional frequencies <3 a (& = 4,...,9). Evidently, the 4-element approximation (36 x 36 matrices) predicts the lowest two frequencies for the range 1 <a<2.5 nearly as accurately as 36 beam functions do. The 16-element approximation yields results that are more accurate than those already available in the literature.
Having assessed the accuracy of the computations, we next examine the distribution of the modal coefficients. In the remaining computations a space vehicle with a = 2.5 is chosen; it is modeled by 16 elements with the rigid body at the central node.
C. Constrained Modal Coefficients
Since (R is constrained to be motionless, the coefficients do not depend on its inertia properties. It turns out that due to symmetry of the plate which is constrained at the center, one, at most, of P n> H xn , H yn ,ntS is nonzero. Thus the constrained modes are categorized into the following four classes:
where the mode numbering is according to the ascending order of the constrained frequency. We nondimensionalize these coefficients as:
Variation of P n ,H xn ,H yn against «€ § is shown in Fig. 2 . We observe that generally these coefficients reduce rather rapidly with frequency. To obtain the dimensional value, the data in Eq. (31) below may be used.
As an additional, but important, observation, we note that Eqs. (28) decouple Eq. (13) into four sets and any set irrelevant to the control objective may be deleted with impunity. For instance, if we are concerned with the attitude control of (R, only the modes having H^ and H yt need be considered. Stated differently, let Q c , Q x , Q y> and Q 0 be the modal coordinates associated with the modes in Eqs. (28a), (28b), (28c) and (28d), respectively. If y is the controlled variable, then for the attitude control y is a function only of (30) Due to the absence of the coupling the modes in Eqs. (28a) and (28d) are output unobservable, hence, truncatable. Expansion of these ideas can be reviewed in Refs. 4, 13, 17, and 18.
D. Unconstrained Modal Coefficients
Now we must choose inertia ratios between (R and 8 and the size of 8. A space vehicle with the following parameters Table 2 shows the associated first hundred natural frequencies (rad/s). The three rigid modes preceding the vibrational modes have zero frequency. Figure 3 shows p a , h xa , h ya ,a£ § e for the ratio Eq . (3 1 a) where (32) It is observed that similar to the constrained dynamic one, at most, of p a , h xoi , h yoL , a€S e is nonzero. Indeed from Fig. 3 we determine four classes of modes for the ratios, Eq. (3 la); consequently, Eq. (24), a system of 100 uncoupled secondorder equations, is split into four sets each with 25 equations. The four sets of modes are as follows. Fig. 4 may be related to Table 3 . Figure 4 records the nodal lines of 30 modes for the spacecraft, Eqs. (31). The nodal lines are obtained by representing the structure by a very fine mesh and by using first-order interpolation. Displacement at any point of the mode less than 10 ~6 is taken to be zero. Further characterization of the modes is done in Table 3 . The reader is reminded that due to the three rigid modes the mode 4 is, in fact, the first elastic mode, and so on. Examining the nature of the modes, we note that the mode 28, for instance, in Fig. 4 is antisymmetric about both the x and y axis. Consequently, they do not induce any motion in the rigid body; in Sec. III.B. such modes are called noninteractive modes. These belong to the subset Eq. (33d), labeled as class 4 in Table 3 . Poelaert 8 ' 9 and Kabamba 19 call them "local mode. "They are, in fact, the same as the fourth subset of the constrained modes in Eq. (28d). The mode numbers will not be the same because interspersions of the two subsets differ. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3 , if the shape of 8 is to be controlled, these modes deserve consideration; however, for the attitude control or stationkeeping they can be truncated with no errors.
The mode 57 with frequency 1.0532 rad/s is included in Fig.  4 The associated coefficients are shown in Fig. 5 . Comparing the "constrained" distribution ( Fig. 2) with the "unconstrained" distribution ( Fig. 5) , we learn that the two distributions are significantly different. This is because the constrained dynamics is a limiting case of a space structure having (R of infinite inertia so that the elastic deformations fail to shake it. On the other hand, when (R is as light as in Eqs. (34), p a , h xa , h ya form a slowly decreasing oscillatory series. Several complications will be noted in the next section.
Having examined the properties of the modal coefficients, we now focus on the modal identities and the completeness indexes associated with both types of modes.
E. Completeness Indexes and Truncation Errors
P n , H xn , H yn , «€ § are computed in Sec. IV.C. Using these, the 3 C (N) 9 Eq. (17), which are unity for 7V=oo are found to be, for JV= 97, <j c (97) = (0.9789, 0.9997, 0.9997) (35) how many and which modes should be retained for a specified constrained inertial completeness. ; Note that constrained dynamics describes only indirectly the (R/8 interaction. Constrained coefficients P n , H xn , H yn identify those appendage modes which should be retained to improve £f c for a given order of discrete model. When (R is massive relative to 8, the unconstrained spacecraft modes, u a ot£& e , are quite similar to the constrained modes, U n n€ §, because the structure-induced motion of (R is slight. In such cases, it is plausible that # c is a reliable indicator of the index 5J W . When (R is light relative to 8, however, caution must be exercised in interpreting £J W from 5f c . The latter may, for instance, have to be 0.9999 to produce 3 W of 0.90 for the unconstrained modes "deduced from them." This happens because small rigid bodies are easily tossed about by the neighboring elastic structure. To reinforce these comments we now examine the growth of 5J M for the inertia ratios, Eq. (34) (see Fig. 6 ). The associated unconstrained modes of varying degree of accuracy are obtained by retaining the constrained modes-available from the 16-element approximation-in Eq. (13) These sums should be compared with those in Eq. (35) which do not depend on the inertia ratios. Evidently, the indexes, Eq. (36), are far less than unity, particularly for the angular momentum coefficients. Double precision computations are found to give results identical to Eq. (36) confirming that the error is in the initial truncation (16 are too few finite elements) not in the roundoff. Figure 6 allows some very useful observations. The stairs of various heights in Fig. 6a suggest that in the case of the linear momentum the upper bounds to the/? a 's are obtained if one retains only a few (say 3, 7, 17, ...) of the 97 constrained modes available from the 16-element approximation. The bounds monotonically approach the least upper bound as more of the constrained modes are retained for computing the unconstrained modes. A similar trend is observed in the case of the angular momentum about the x axis, as shown in Fig.  6b . Nevertheless, if the discretization is done by retaining fewer than 77 constrained modes, a * discrediting" for the angular momentum (a false designation of h x^Q ) occurs as manifested by the spikes in Fig. 6b . The spikes signify that the "tail" (last) modes are miscredited with the angular momentum. For instance, when the retained "constrained" modes are 3, 7, 17, 27, 37, 57, or 67, the "unconstrained" tail modes which are miscredited with the jc-angular momentum are 3rd, 7th, 17th, 27th, 37th, 57th, or 67th, respectively. When the discretization is done by retaining 77 modes or more, the spikes disappear and the upper bounds of the h xa 9 s are instead obtained as in the case of the /? a 's. Most of the discretization inaccuracy is contained in the "tail" modes and simply dropping them will enhance the accuracy of the discrete model. Meirovitch and Lindberg 21 report the frequencies having a similar trait (i.e., frequencies associated with the tail modes are excessively overpredicted). A plausible explanation is that when higher modes are being considered, the meaning of the phrase "small error in the constrained mode" has a very narrow latitude, and a very small error may indeed lead to substantially erroneous results. For more illumination, consult Ref. 7, p. 152.
Again, the spikes and the upper bounds are obtained in the case of the ^-angular momentum also, though the miscrediting of the ^-angular momentum vanishes when at least 37 constrained modes are retained. The miscredited "unconstrained" modes in this case are 2nd, 6th, 16th, or 26th when the "constrained" modes retained are 3, 7, 17, or 27, respectively. Finally, flat portions of the curves correspond to the modes with nil contributions. When the retained constrained modes are not adequate-in the sense that the miscrediting of the angular momentum persists, and if the number of modes having nonzero (P n ,H xn ,H yn ) are equal, the number of unconstrained modes having nonzero (Pa'hxcfhya ) Can be Unequal.
The complicated dependence of the unconstrained modes on the constrained modes, unfolded above, helps decode the intriguing observations of Larson et al.
14 while designing a reduced-order optimal estimator for a solar electric propulsion spacecraft.
It is helpful to know the dejpendence of 3 U on the inertia ratios for a specified level of discretization. For the ratios, Eq. .Some comments about the related results available in the literature are in order. For illustrating the stationary principle for rotating structures, Meirovitch 22 considers a flexible spacecraft with inertia ratios (1/144, 1/360). Corresponding unconstrained frequencies are computed by admissible functions, nonrotating constrained modes, and rotating constrained modes. Though the frequencies are shown to be somewhat insensitive to the choice of the modes, we conjecture that the £f w 's associated with the rotating constrained modes are substantially better than with the admissible functions. A miscrediting in the tail modes obtained by using the admissible function is also noticeable in the data furnished.
Usefulness of 3 U (N) for truncating the modes is elaborated in Ref. 13 . Some readers may be disturbed by $ U (N) =0.2644 <l in Eq. (36) for the angular momentum. However, we observe that the modal coefficients and the completeness indices are only one of the means for reducing finite-element models. A truncation methodology needs to be based on a broader perspective such as the one opened by Refs. 4, 13, 18, 23, for example. From that viewpoint, 3 u =0.2644 becomes acceptable and we begin to perceive a wastefulness in computing still higher modes.
Y. Concluding Remarks
The preceding gives a biopsy of motional interaction between the rigid body and the elastic structure in the case of a representative two-dimensional space vehicle. Implications of our findings for the modeling of flexible space structures are summed as follows:
1) The constrained modes contribute to the constrained modal identities almost according to frequency. Most of the contribution comes from the first few modes, the rest of the modes contribute negligibly. Unconstrained modes contributing most to the unconstrained completeness index tend to be less ordered by frequency.
2) The accuracy of an unconstrained and constrained modal expansion depends crucially on flexible/rigid inertia ratio. The number of modes required to achieve a specified value of the unconstrained completeness index increases with this ratio.
3) For a specified completeness index 5J W the unconstrained modes required will generally be fewer than the constrained modes. Thus, efforts to choose modes that have fewer constraints lead to a better completeness index; this happens because unconstrained modes contain. better quality information. ' '' . 4) When too few constrained modes are used, too much of the vehicle angular momentum is attributed to the tail modes, even though theoretically these modes may not have the momentum. As more constrained modes are retained, this error disappears.
5) The completeness indexes monotonically increase with the number of modes retained in the model.
In summary, we observe that the modal coefficients and the modal identities theorize the interfacial dynamics and are of great value in the process of order reduction.
